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Introduction
Positive customer experience is an increasingly important ingredient for companies to win and retain 

customers. Customer engagement from Microsoft Dynamics CRM helps companies deliver 

exceptional customer experiences, creating long-term relationships based on knowledge and trust.  

Today, the process of engaging customers can't be one-size-fits-all. It needs to be adaptive across all 

touch points and within the context of who your customer is and what they are doing. Intelligent 

customer engagement enables your company to build customer trust, loyalty, and insight, while also 

enabling your sales, service, and marketing professionals to be as productive as possible. With 

customer engagement by Microsoft, we help your company deliver exceptional customer experiences. 

Companies can: 

 Personalize customer experiences by engaging them at the right time, in the right place, in 

the right way throughout the journey.  

 Create proactive experiences by determining the next best interaction with your customer 

based on insights.   

 Make customer engagement predictive by leveraging internal and external data to identify 

patterns and trends.  Apply information to make recommendations or suggestions for how to 

optimize.  

This document highlights the capabilities of the Dynamics CRM Spring 2016 Wave, which includes 

updates to all online services, including Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online 2016 Update 1, *Microsoft 

Dynamics Marketing 2016 Update, and *Microsoft Social Engagement 2016 Update that will further 

our customers’ abilities to deliver amazing customer experiences. Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online 

2016 Update 1, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing 2016 Update, and Microsoft Social Engagement 2016 

Update - will be delivered as a customer driven update.

*Updates for Microsoft Social Engagement and Microsoft Dynamics Marketing 2016 are released on a monthly basis.  For more information on the 

release status visit https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-customer-center/get-ready-for-the-next-release.aspx  
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Key Investment Overview 
With Microsoft Dynamics CRM Spring 2016 Wave, we’re continuing on our journey to help companies 

deliver exceptional customer experiences.  This release is focused on the integration of two of our 

recent acquisitions (FieldOne and Adxstudio), providing our customers with market leading 

capabilities for field service and portal solutions for community engagement. We are also extending 

our service capabilities with the introduction of project service, and we continue to invest in 

enhancing our intelligence capabilities.  

The Dynamics CRM Spring 2016 Wave includes updates to all online services, including Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM Online 2016 Update 1, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing 2016 Update, and Microsoft 

Social Engagement 2016 Update.  The release covers 3 major themes: Transformative Service, 

Community Engagement, and Intelligence.    

Transformative Service  

• Field service enhancements for this release maximize effectiveness and customer satisfaction. 

Our solution matches proficiency and competency requirements against available resources, 

for even more intelligent resource allocation. Additionally, full integration with CRM provides a 

consistent UI look and feel that spans case management through to work order completion.  

• Project service is a new end-to-end solution that helps organizations deliver revenue-

generating customer engagements on-time and on-budget.  It extends Microsoft Dynamics 

CRM to provide a single system of engagement for project sales, delivery and billing that uses 

optimized resourcing and intelligent, skills-based assignments. Our solution supports back-

office integrations to productivity and business applications, and offers a mobile experience for 

customer-facing resources. Field and Project service share a resource pool, and scheduled 

shared resources are surfaced in each application for enhanced visibility. 

• Employee self-service and the ability to create an efficient and well-informed workforce is 

now available worldwide through CRM and our new portal capabilities. Employee self-service 

streamlines common tasks by empowering every employee with definitive knowledge. 

 

Community Engagement  

With the recent acquisition of Adxstudio we will now have web portal functionality integrated into 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online as an add-on offering.  Portals allow organizations to extend their 

Dynamics CRM engagement scenarios with self-service profile management capabilities, rich content 

publishing, secure access and permissions controls, configurable extensions, and many more features. 

Dynamics CRM portal capabilities are built with modern web standards in a responsive design for use 

on any desktop, tablet or mobile device. 

We will be shipping several pre-configured portal solutions, including Customer Service Portal, 

Community Portal, Partner Portal and Employee Self Service Portal, and customers also have the 
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option of creating a completely custom portal to meet their unique business needs.  

Intelligence 

In this release, we will introduce guided navigation capabilities.  Guided navigation provides context-

sensitive interactive and scenario-based guided tasks and sidebars that are personalized to the user.  

Guided navigation helps onboard new application users quickly, facilitates user adoption of the 

application, and improves user productivity.  

We will also introduce two new machine learning scenarios for Microsoft Social Engagement – 

Adaptive Learning and Automated Social Triage. 

Additional enhancements 

We also continue to invest in Microsoft Social Engagement and Microsoft Dynamics Marketing.  In 

addition to the new machine learning scenarios for Microsoft Social Engagement, we’re introducing 

Azure Event Hubs, new social sources such as Instagram and additional boards/forums, additional 

language support, and new engagement capabilities.  For Microsoft Dynamics Marketing, we’re 

further enhancing email marketing, the SDK, and the lead management process.  

Details on the features and capabilities in the Dynamics CRM Spring 2016 Wave can be found below. 

Sales 

In the modern era of selling, it is even more critical for salespeople to find the time for building 

deeper customer relationships. For most sellers, it’s always difficult to find more time. Their jobs are 

highly complex, with internal demands consuming the majority of their time, leaving them with little 

for selling. Microsoft is committed to freeing up salespeople by providing seamless, familiar, easy-to-

adopt Sales solutions that deliver maximum value with minimal ramp-up and training. 

In order to help salespeople be more productive, we are pleased to deliver the following feature: 

 

Guided user navigation 
An in-app experience that delivers live, interactive 

and scenario-based guided tasks and sidebars that 

are personalized to the user-context making 

onboarding new users quick and easy to drive 

business user productivity. 

Increase sales user adoption and productivity with 

rich, context-sensitive guidance for onboarding, 

what’s new, and frequent sales related tasks such 

as lead management embedded directly in the 

web and mobile apps. 
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Service 

An increasingly connected digital world has changed the way customers engage with brands. 

Customer expectations continue to rise with regards to the number and variety of channels and 

devices through which they expect to engage — and the speed and ease with which product and 

service related issues are solved. Already a key differentiator in an era of commoditization, the role of 

customer service continues to evolve as organizations seek to sell services around their products in 

addition to providing break-fix support.  

Providing personalized, contextual interactions throughout the customer service journey while still 

achieving business goals is a customer service imperative. We know that 91% of customers remain 

loyal to brands who offer low effort interactions. Businesses can achieve this when customers are 

empowered with their choice of self-service options; agents are empowered to deliver fast, informed 

and effective resolutions; and when onsite service is seamlessly incorporated.  

The service capabilities for Microsoft Dynamics CRM empower companies to deliver end-to-end, self, 

assisted and onsite service across the omni-channel. Our industry leading technologies, including 

machine learning, IoT and analytics, give our purpose-built service solution the breadth and depth 

necessary for organizations to meet the challenges of an evolving customer service landscape.  

In order to uniquely position brands to thrive in an everything-as-a-service economy, and to build 

advocacy and loyalty through effortless service experiences, we are pleased to deliver the following 

features: 

 

Field Service Solution 
Field service is an end-to-end solution that 

delivers advanced scheduling, inventory tracking, 

and asset management for service depots and 

highly-mobile, in-field specialists fulfilling work 

orders and providing preventive maintenance 

across multiple sites under complex service 

agreements. 

 Characteristics and proficiency ratings: 

You can define proficiency and competency 

levels and set them as requirements for a 

work order. Proficiency and competency 

levels are also part of the worker profile, so 

you can make an appropriate match when 

scheduling resources. 
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 Detached schedule support: Field Service 

now supports time allocation outside of a 

work order. For example, a field tech can 

schedule time for lunch or supply 

provisioning without having to associate 

that time with an empty work order. 

 Shared resources across Project Service 

and Field Service: Field Service and Project 

Service share a resource pool, with resource 

schedules appearing in both. 

 Out-of-the-box business process: A firm 

handshake between CRM incident 

management and work orders creates an 

alignment between these two processes, 

and if a field service work order originates 

from a case, the originating case is visually 

part of that workflow, which spans from 

case creation through the completion of 

the work order. 

 Mobile enhancements: Drip scheduling 

enhances and de-clutters the user 

experience by displaying fewer upcoming 

work orders. It also improves dispatch 

control by limiting the number of declined 

work orders or change requests by field 

techs. 
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Project Service Solution 
Project service capabilities for Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM offer an end-to-end solution 

that empowers organizations to deliver 

professional engagements on time and within 

budget. Project Service helps you: 

 Estimate, quote, and contract work 

 Plan and assign resources 

 Enable team collaboration 

 Capture time, expense, and progress 

data for real-time insights and accurate 

invoicing 

 

 Project-based contracts: Project 

contracts relate quotes and orders to 

project plans, financial estimates, labor 

pricing, and billing arrangements, like 

time and materials or fixed price. The 

contract highlights key metrics, including 

profitability and feasibility. 

 Project planning: Visual project 

planning and estimation includes 

predecessors, automatic task scheduling, 

and views of sales and cost information 

for time and expenses. You can use the 

resulting plan in quotes and project 

contracts. 

 Resource management: Resource 

information includes the skills and 

proficiencies of your workforce. You can 

view and filter resources based on skills 

and availability, so you can assign the 

right people to the right projects. You 

can also track resource utilization and 

forecasting metrics. 

 Time and expenses: Team members can 

use the web or mobile apps to record 

time and expenses for multiple projects. 

Managers can easily approve new entries 
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while understanding the financial 

implications of the newly-approved 

items. 

 Project billing: Project invoices reflect 

the terms of the contract and the 

approved work and expenses. The 

financial impact of project work, 

including costs, unbilled revenue, and 

invoices, is recorded for use in analytics 

and integration into financial systems. 

  

Shared resources 
Field Service and Project Service share a resource pool, and the time scheduled for shared resources 

appears in both. Project Service has the additional capability to schedule indeterminate blocks of 

time for resources, such as 30%. 
Add screenshot 

  

Self-service Portals 
Portal capabilities for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

Online as an add-on offering.  Portals allows 

organizations to extend their Dynamics CRM 

Online engagement scenarios with self-service 

profile management capabilities and 

configurable design components. Portal 

capabilities are designed using modern web 

standards with a responsive design for use on 

any desktop, tablet, or mobile device. 

Out-of-the-box portal solutions include: 

• Customer portal enables customers to 

access self-service knowledge and 

support resources, increasing customer 

satisfaction, reducing call center volumes, 

and ultimately allowing service agents to 

focus their efforts on issues of greatest 

impact. 

• Employee portal creates an efficient and 

well-informed workforce by streamlining 

common tasks and empowering every 

employee with a definitive source of 

knowledge. Employee self-service is now 
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available worldwide using CRM and 

portal capabilities, and is available in all 

CRM Online markets. 

• Community portal leverages peer-to-

peer interactions between experts in the 

community, subject matter experts within 

the organization, and internal and 

external users. Communities organically 

grow the catalog of available knowledge 

from knowledge base articles, forums 

and blogs.  As well as providing feedback 

mechanisms on content through rating 

and comments features.  Users also have 

the ability to receive alerts on content 

revisions and workflow updates. 

 

Portal capabilities for Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

empower the 84% majority who prefer to find 

answers on their own through self-service and 

community options. 
  

Guided user navigation 
An in-app experience that delivers live, 

interactive and scenario-based guided tasks and 

sidebars that are personalized to the user-

context making onboarding new users quick 

and easy to drive business user productivity. 

Increase service user adoption and productivity 

with rich, context-sensitive guidance for 

onboarding, what’s new, and frequent customer 

service related tasks such as resolving a case 

embedded directly in the web and mobile apps. 

 

  

Windows Update support for Unified Service Desk 
In this release, we're offering Windows Update support for the Unified Service Desk client. Windows 

Update is an easy, free way to help keep Microsoft applications, like the Unified Service Desk client, 

safer and running smoothly. All you have to do is turn it on, and you'll get the latest security and 

other important updates from Microsoft automatically, or you can choose to apply them manually. 
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Marketing 

Microsoft Dynamics Marketing enables your marketing team to seamlessly go from planning, to 

execution, leveraging the power of Office 365 and Power BI to measure your marketing performance 

across channels from start to finish so you can bring your marketing vision to life. You can engage 

customers one-to-one across channels, build your sales pipeline and demonstrate the impact of 

your marketing investments in real-time. 

As part of our continued investments in making Dynamics Marketing the best integrated marketing 

management system on the market, we are continuing to invest in advanced capabilities across the 

solution.  

  

Digital asset management, publishing and security 
Each digital asset stored in Microsoft Dynamics Marketing has a file-properties page that displays a 

name, preview image, and other metadata. File metadata has been extended to show the URL for the 

file maintenance page itself, so you can now easily copy and share this URL with collaborators as you 

develop, prepare, and approve a digital asset for use. If the file is available externally for download 

(because it is stored in a published library), then the file maintenance page also shows the direct 

download link. 

Just as in Windows, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing stores each digital asset in a folder, which also has a 

properties page. The folder properties page now shows a link that opens that folder in the file browser 

(only accessible by authenticated Microsoft Dynamics Marketing users) in addition to the published link 

(accessible by anonymous users if publishing is enabled for a given folder). 

Both types of file and folder URLs are also available via OData. 

For security purposes, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing blocks specific file types from being uploaded 

into its digital asset management system. This helps prevent potentially damaging files (such as scripts 

or executables) from being uploaded. A default set of file types known to pose significant risk is always 

blocked, and admins can choose to extend the list of blocked file types as needed. 

 

Email marketing editor enhancements 
The graphical, drag-and-drop email editor now provides an extended set of column layouts, including 

some with non-symmetrical column widths. Create designs that combine a variety of one, two and/or 

three column layouts of varying widths and styles. 

 

Create marketing segments based on email behavior 
Marketers can create dynamic lists (queries) that find contacts based on their email interaction 

history, and then use these lists to target new marketing campaigns. For example, you might create a 

campaign that targets: 

• Prospects who have recently read one of your marketing emails 
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• Prospects who regularly read your newsletters 

• Prospects who read at least three of your marketing emails in the past two months 

• Prospects who haven't opened any of your messages for a long time 

 

Expanded OData feeds and activity log for marketing analytics 
OData feeds enable marketers to create custom reports, spreadsheets, dashboards, and/or apps with 

access to live Microsoft Dynamics Marketing data. We have expanded the collection of available 

feeds to provide new types of event data (including equipment requests, equipment bookings, staff, 

and speaker assignments) and marketing components (such as printed materials). 

To help admins troubleshoot problems with OData communications, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing 

now provides a detailed, downloadable log of OData interactions. 

  

Marketing services SDK enhancements 
We have added methods that help external systems reactivate contacts and companies that have 

previously been deactivated, and the status and memo fields for contacts and companies are now 

exposed to the SDK. 

 

Also included in the enhancements is a new event-registration mechanic that enables developers to 

integrate an online payment system with Microsoft Dynamics Marketing landing pages. The system 

includes token-based SDK support, which provides a secure way to integrate an external payment and 

fulfilment system that requests relevant context data on demand through their authorized SDK 

communication channel. 
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Social 

In a socially connected world, engagement with your customers can happen anytime or anywhere. 

Microsoft Social Engagement puts powerful social tools in the hands of your sales, marketing, and 

service teams - helping them connect on social media with your customers, prospects, and partners 

right within Microsoft Dynamics CRM or with a stand-alone app.  

Discover social insights about your brand, products, and services. Analyze sentiment and 

identify customer intentions with the power of Azure Machine Learning. Also, automatically 

create records for cases and leads in Dynamics CRM based on these intentions, all with the 

power of Microsoft Social Engagement. 

With Microsoft Social Engagement, you can listen, analyze, and drive engagement all within Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM, Microsoft Dynamics Marketing, or standalone. Jump in and engage with your 

customers, reaching them in ways never before possible.  

 

Forums, Instagram, and blogs extension in Microsoft Social Engagement 

Microsoft Social Engagement will be adding support for the following sources:  

 Forums/Discussion Boards: Listen for posts and comments from forums and discussion boards. 

 Instagram: listen to posts and comments from Instagram, and monitor specific Instagram 

accounts. 

 Extending blog coverage: Extended coverage on blogs in all available languages beyond the 

currently available blogs from Tumblr and WordPress. 

Facebook pages posts: faster acquisition of posts due to reduced latency through the new data 

acquisition of publicly available Facebook page posts and comments. 

Social Engagement will be adding geolocation support for the following sources, in addition to the 

location data already available for Twitter and News sources: 

 Forums/Discussion Boards: Geolocation of authors will be displayed in Analytics widgets, post 

lists and activity maps. 

 Instagram & Facebook: Geolocation of authors will be displayed in Analytics widgets, post 

lists and activity maps. 
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Publish and engage/reply with photo and share 

posts in Microsoft Social Engagement 

Insert images in Social Center posts: You will be able to 

reply with a photo when posting to Facebook and Twitter. 

Share any post: You can share any public post in Microsoft 

Social Engagement as a link on your social profiles. 

Other improvements: Layout of posts list is now easier 

to read on bigger screens. Load times for posts in 

Analytics and Post details have been reduced 

significantly. 

 

 

Intelligent social: tags, intentions, sentiment, 

languages 
Intention analysis: To increase team efficiency for sales 

and service organizations, Microsoft Social Engagement 

automatically detects intentions in social posts (ex. 

"Information Request" or "Service Incident"). 

Adaptive learning for intentions and tags: To refine the 

automated detection of intentions and tags we offer 

adaptive algorithms to our users. This allows for 

customization of tagging and intention detection based on 

business requirements. With more and more data points, 

machine learning will be able to continuously improve its 

identification of intentions defined by the business. 

Additional supported sentiment languages: Arabic, 

Chinese, Japanese 

 

 

Social CRM: automation and enhancement 
Automation Rules: Automatically link posts matching your filter criteria to CRM entities such as cases 

and leads. Combine this with intention analysis to set up an automated triage process. For example, 

automatically identify and route customer issues on social media to your service department as cases. 

Social CRM Enhancements: Linking social posts to CRM entities is smoother without authentication 

pop-ups. Intentions and custom tags are now included in the additional parameters of the Social 

Activity entity for building more powerful record creation and update rules. Error handling is 

improved with clearer and more precise messaging.   
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Mobile 

In a mobile-first world, Microsoft Dynamics CRM helps you stay connected and productive, while on 

the go. Microsoft is delivering a seamless user experience across mobile devices, including tablets and 

phones, in a ‘configure once, deploy everywhere’ model.

Mobile offline enhancements 
The mobile offline capabilities of the Dynamics CRM app initially 

launched as a preview feature with CRM 2016 will be generally 

available for CRM Online customers. The new mobile offline 

capabilities provide a richer offline experience for end users, allowing 

them to view, update, and add records while using the mobile apps 

offline--without having to save changes or additions as drafts first. In 

addition to the general availability, the new mobile offline experience 

will be enhanced to support conflict detection. 

Mobile Management enhancements 
Dynamics CRM mobile applications will integrate with the new Intune Mobile Application 

Management (MAM) support for iOS and Android devices that are not enrolled for Intune mobile 

device management (MDM). This protects company data in Dynamics CRM without requiring IT to 

enroll and deeply manage that end user's entire device. This is particularly useful for bring-your-own-

device (BYOD) scenarios where end users don’t want to or can’t enroll their devices for IT 

management. This capability is also useful if a device is already enrolled in another MDM solution. 

 

Company news timeline for mobile 
You can now view news related to an Account, Lead, Contact or Opportunity in the CRM app on 

your mobile device in a simple timeline visualization. The Company news timeline solution for 

mobile enables salespersons get a quick glimpse of the latest news in the mobile client from news 

articles from Bing news. The news timeline will contain the headline of the news article along with, 

time elapsed, source of the news article and where relevant categorized as Financing, New 

Offerings, Management, Cost Cutting, Earnings, Growth, Legal, Acquisitions and Partnerships. 

The news displayed in the timeline will allow users to: 

• Filter: Filter news articles by categories 

• Group: News is grouped by Today, This week and Last week 

• Navigate: Clicking on the individual news item will allow users to navigate to the original 

news article at the source website. The timeline will also contain a link to go to Bing directly 

for more news information 

his solution is shipping as a preview for CRM online customers only and available in the following 

markets: EN-US, EN-UK, EN-CA, EN-AU. 
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Intelligence 

CRM Online is a world class, global SaaS service delivered and managed by Microsoft.  In order to 

meet the business requirements of our customers around the globe, we continually make investments 

in our core service infrastructure and platform.  These investments often focus on security, 

compliance, performance and management and global expansion.  

 

Power BI Sales Manager content pack enhancements 
This release includes an improved out-of-the-box Sales Analytics Power BI Content Pack for Sales 

Managers. Analyze sales performance, sales pipeline, team activities, and lead pipeline with 

detailed metrics and charts. See key metrics at a glance on a dashboard, such as Won Revenue, 

Win Rate, Average Deal Size, Open Revenue, New Leads, Conversion Rate, and top performers. Drill 

into reports to slice data by dimensions such as region, territory, industry, owner, and so on. Data 

refresh performance is also improved with new Web APIs based on OData v4 in Dynamics CRM 

2016.  

 

Power BI Service Manager content pack 
This release includes an out-of-the-box Power BI 

Content Pack for Customer Service Managers 

(CSMs). Analyze service performance, incoming 

cases, and team activities with detailed metrics 

and charts. See key metrics and charts at a glance 

in a dashboard, such as Average Handling Time, 

CSAT Score, % of SLA met, Resolved Cases, Active 

Cases, Escalated Cases, and top performers. Drill 

into reports to slice data by time, owner, or 

subject area.  
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Application Platform 

Powerful tools allow you to tailor Microsoft Dynamics CRM to meet your unique business 

requirements.  Microsoft Dynamics CRM facilitates the delivery of rapid business value with an agile 

solution framework that can be easily tailored and configured. The Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

application platform provides a declarative paradigm that ranges from defining the data model to 

providing integrated persistence, security, API access, user experience and programming paradigms 

based on a modern open architecture. The following investments in our platform capabilities further 

our commitment to an open, customizable and extensible product and online service. 

 

Azure service bus integration enhancements 
Simplify the setup of the integration with Dynamics Service Bus and enable cross platform 

integration and Azure Logic Apps scenarios. Enhance Dynamics CRM's capability to integrate with 

Azure Service Bus: 

 To use SAS-based authentication (instead of legacy Azure Access Control Service [ACS]) 

 To allow queue and topic message bodies to be formatted as JSON and XML (in addition to 

the current .NET Binary format) 

 To enable use against Service Bus within sovereign cloud environments like US Govt. 

 

Portal framework 
This release will introduce the first Microsoft-published* version of portal capabilities for CRM. We 

will extend CRM to the web to engage an external non-CRM audience by leveraging: 

• Profile management capabilities 

• Configurable business components 

• Rich web content configuration capabilities 

• Responsive design for desktop, tablet, and mobile 

Customers will purchase portal instances as a CRM add-on in the Office 365 admin center. These 

portal slots can then be configured to work with their CRM Online instances. The provisioning 

system will automatically deploy the portal solution to Azure. 

*integrating the acquisition of Adxstudio Portals 

 

Server-side Synchronization 
Stay productive and up to date no matter where you are or what device you’re on.  With server-side 

synchronization, administrators can easily manage the synchronization of email, tasks, appointments 

and contacts between CRM and Exchange.   

With this release, you can connect CRM on-premises with Microsoft Exchange Online. You can also 

manually track emails by using CRM App for Outlook, folder tracking, or CRM for Outlook. 
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Customer field on any entity 
Several-out-of-the-box entities in Dynamics CRM (including Case, Lead, and Opportunity) contain a 

field that represents a customer, which can either be an Account or a Contact. In CRM, these fields 

have the Customer data type, which is a special kind of lookup field for these two specific entities. 

Previously, system customizers couldn’t add a Customer field to their own entities. As part of this 

feature, Customer is available as a custom field data type that can be added to any entity, system or 

custom. 

 

Compliance and data protection 
Continuing with our effort to be transparent, we have established the CRM Trust Center as a single 

location for you to access all information regarding our approach to security and compliance.  Each 

time we receive a new certification information will be posted at this location.  We have achieved a 

number of industry certifications which ensure that we are meeting the appropriate regulatory and 

country requirements. 

 

Compatibility 
Continuing our commitment to deliver CRM functionality on the latest technologies we will continue 

to update the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Compatibility List providing an up to date view of recent and 

upcoming compatibility testing results.  

 

 

  

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm-trust-center.aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2669061
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Conclusion  
Microsoft is committed to our vision of delivering Intelligent Customer Engagement and helping our 

customers deliver amazing customer experiences. We will continue to help companies build long-

term relationships with their customers that are personalized, proactive and predictive.  

With the Dynamics CRM Spring 2016 Wave, we’ve made great enhancements across service, 

community engagement, and intelligence.  With our full range of service solutions for self-service, agent-
assisted service, field and project service, we are helping our customers transform customer service.  Our 

portal capabilities enable organizations to better connect with customers, partners and employees, 

and provide these groups with a streamlined way to access information, obtain assistance and 

perform tasks.  Our guided navigation capabilities make it easy for new application users to onboard 

quickly and be more productive. We leverage Azure Machine Learning within Microsoft Social 

Engagement to enable more accurate sentiment analysis and automate the routing of social posts to 

the appropriate customer-facing team.  And we continue to enhance email marketing and the lead 

management process.  

 

It is truly an exciting time to be engaging with Microsoft Dynamics CRM! Microsoft looks forward to 

keeping you informed of the innovations and exciting capabilities that Microsoft Dynamics CRM will 

deliver for you now and into the future to help your business thrive!  

 

 

The Microsoft Dynamics CRM Team 

       
 

 
  

http://www.twitter.com/MSFTDynamics
http://www.facebook.com/msftdynamics
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=2315754
http://www.youtube.com/user/msdyncomm
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Microsoft Dynamics is a line of integrated, adaptable business management solutions that enables you and your people to make business decisions with 

greater confidence. Microsoft Dynamics works like and with familiar Microsoft software, automating and streamlining financial, customer relationship and 

supply chain processes in a way that helps you drive business success.  

 

U.S. and Canada Toll-Free 1-888-477-7989 

Worldwide +1-701-281-6500  

www.microsoft.com/dynamics 

 

Some features and dates are preliminary based on current expectations and are subject to change without notice.  The information herein is for 

informational purpose only and represents the current view of Microsoft as of the date of this document. Because Microsoft must respond to changing 

market conditions, it should not be interpreted to be a commitment on the part of Microsoft. 

 

This document is for informational purposes only. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, AS TO THE INFORMATION 
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Complying with all applicable copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under copyright, no part of this document may 

be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, 

recording or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Microsoft Corp.  

 

Microsoft may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights or other intellectual property rights covering subject matter in this document. 

Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from Microsoft, the furnishing of this document does not give you any license to these 

patents, trademarks, copyrights or other intellectual property.  
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